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Conscious spirituality in search of truth…

The primary purpose of this beginners manual is to encourage seekers of
Truth and probers to explore a metaphysical divination practice. Since a
precognitive dream in 1973 fully manifesting the following year I have been
on one continuous journey of spiritual exploration. Development and design
for this manual is drawn from 35 years of conscious spirituality practices,
usage of  “The Way of The Cartouche by Murry Hope, 1985, Internet sources,
consultations, study, research and group work activities. The design has taken
into consideration that the contents may be a first step for someone
completely new to these disciplines.  Wishing you well with your conscious
spirituality journey through this beginners manual.
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The development and compilation of, this “Egyptian Cartouche Cards—
A Manual For Beginners,” acknowledges the literary, spiritual and divination
authorship of “The Way of Cartouche” by Murry Hope, published 1985. My deepest
gratitude is unreservedly given to Murry’s original work, and her invaluable
contributions. In addition, various complimentary Internet sources.

“The Way of the Cartouche,” [cartouche is a French word for oblong] when first
released resulted in 3,000 decks being sold. Later, Murry Hope, joined with Jed
Collard to create Ostraris Publications, thereby promoting this book, and
accompanying, Egyptian Cartouche Cards internationally. Murry now continues her
spiritual quest and journey in the etheric-spirit worlds. We wish her spirit journey
well. For those of us who have followed similar pathways (or are intending to
develop one), we remain eternally grateful for her spiritual divination contribution.

                                     — Philip Crouch, Tasmania 2020

“The original cartouche card deck comprises twenty five cards,
each having a number and descriptive image. Cards which portray
a god, goddess or element have in addition a set of hieroglyphics
which describe that image and encapsulate its power. The image on
each card may have a fixed or mobile nature. For example, Nephthys,
cartouche  # 7, is a goddess. She is represented by an image of a cup
or container and the ka hieroglyphic (representing the personal life
force) appears in the top right hand corner.

Cartouche card meanings correspond with those of the Major Arcanum found
in conventional Tarot packs which contain 22 major Arcana, and, 56 minor ones.
For example, cartouche card Buckle of Isis, #25, is the equivalent in the Tarot of
The Empress. Rune stones also correspond with Cartouche cards. Normally, there
are twenty five Runes.

 —Murry Hope, The Way of the Cartouche, 1985,

“The Way of the Cartouche—Egyptian Divination Cards  - Murry Hope, 1985.
A genuine Talisman is the work an occultist who understands the subtle energies
of the universe, and knows how to encapsulate them into an object picture, or
collection of signs and symbols for the benefit of anyone whose needs may be in
that direction.”                                                                      —Atlantis Rising, NSW
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Creating a regular practice regime allows you to reflect, mediate, or intuitively
contemplate the inner meaning of each single card. By familiarising yourself with
both the spiritual images and reference meanings of Egyptian cartouche cards they
will become like a good friend. The following suggestions below provide a pathway
towards gaining greater levels of intuitive awareness and guidance.

Before consulting and using Egyptian Cartouche Cards, or for that matter any other
divination tool, always seek guidance from your higher self, universal mind, great
spirit, God (however you conceive this to mean). As ‘spirits’ we exist and evolve
consciously and are always subject to the Universal Law of Cause and Effect.

Before undertaking any divination practice avoid consuming alcohol or other brain
stimulants as these impair levels of interconnectedness, especially when seeking
higher levels of spiritual guidance. Simple mindfulness breathing techniques aid in
stilling our over active brain activities, thereby preparing us for higher guidance,
Effective breathing enables greater levels of intuition and receptivity to flow.

Before shuffling the deck of 25 cartouche cards formulate your question, concern,
problem, spiritual query or material need in your mind. Be very clear, succinct,
and focused before asking for guidance. Avoid framing questions that include
phrases such as “but what if it was…” “or could it be...” Sometimes whilst shuffling
a card[s] appear to simply fall out. Take a note of the actual card[s] as they may
contribute to any divination template layout. Ultimately, applying any divination
method remains your total responsibility—especially if you are using the cards on
behalf of another person—for which you must always have their permission!
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  Learning any metaphysical divination or conscious spirituality practice requires preparation,
  study and commitment. These play an integral part in developing an understanding of divination
  practises associate with spiritual interconnectedness to higher sources. From personal
  experience of  divination practices over the past 35 years—I remain inspired by the thoughts
  of Pierre Te De  Chardin, Silver Birch, Spiritual Light,USB Teachings and others who remind us:
                    “We are first and foremost a spirit, having a human experience.”
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Divination means ‘after the things of nature or psychic and can be interpreted as
the art and science of probability.’ This meaning can be applied to most forms of
metaphysical interpretation including: Tarot, Runes, Playing Cards, and I’Ching.

The “Egyptian Cartouche Cards-A Beginners Manual” apply three key divination
themes when responding to your questions, concerns, spiritual query, dream
interpretation, or material query. When the deck of cards are shuffled and the
FACE[S] turned over, they may appear either in an UPRIGHT or REVERSED
position. Different reference meanings apply to both. These three themes are
Spiritual, Psychological and Material.

At this level the card[s] selected take into consideration thoughts, or concepts,
concerning any religious, faith based, spirituality, past lives and more. As with
every single question, problem posed, enquiry, meditative contemplation, or
dream reflection—once the cards are shuffled and placed FACE down consider
whether they’re in an UPRIGHT,or REVERSED position. Different reference
meanings apply to both.

States of mind, ideas, attitudes, personalities of self [or someone being read for…]
must take into consideration the interplay between the relationships of those
involved with the original query. Once the card[s] are shuffled and placed FACE
down consider whether they’re in an UPRIGHT or REVERSED position. Different
reference meanings apply to both.

Energies considered at this level are usually relating to everyday events, home,
work, learning environment, other practicalities and ‘down-to-earth’ concerns.
When the card[s] are shuffled and placed FACE down consider whether they’re  in
an UPRIGHT or REVERSED position. Different reference meanings apply to both
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After shuffling the complete deck of your cartouche
cards, and following any selected divination template
guide in this manual, place your card FACE down on
the table then turn it over. When determining the
reference meaning to your original query always
apply your own reasoning ability, judgement,
intuition, and common sense. Remember a selected
card[s] have either an UPRIGHT or REVERSED
reference meaning. Always express your sincere

                                              gratitude to your ‘spirit inspirers’ for their help!

Each card also has a corresponding number in the top left hand corner.

 #24  ANKH
Emotional Love, Fulfilment, Understanding, Balance,
The Breath of Life, Protection.

       — Ankh represents love, depending on which area of life is in
           question. It could represent a good marriage,a love affair,
           love of money,material possessions,friendships,
       — Love of writing or communication, law, order, and discipline,
       — A “key” to life’s opportunities,

                             —You are open to receive new opportunities, within either an
                                existing, or new relationship,
                            — A time when you feel spiritually, and also emotionally fulfilled,
                             — It can suggest that someone you’re in a relationship with is
                                helping you connect to a progressive spiritual purpose.

REVERSED: Infatuation, rejection, death, think twice before
                               taking,withdrawal, loss of material possessions,
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# 1: OSIRIS

God of the underworld, resurrection, responsibility, stability,
spirituality. Father Figure. Stability, Wisdom, Honesty, Justice,
Respect for those older and wiser, Philosophical matters,
Responsibility.

 —Spiritual strength in times of need,
 —Rely upon your own judgement,
 —A degree of security and a stability,
 —Success through practical efforts and self-discipline,
 —Take personal responsibility for your spiritual growth,
    the direction your life takes, and any decisions made

REVERSED: Self delusion, unreliability, question person’s motives,
                           unreliable purchases or investments.

M A J O R  A R C A R N U M  R E F E R E N C E  M E A N I N G S
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# 2: ISIS

 Patron of Mothers, Compassion, Esoteric Arts, Perseverance,
 Maternal Love,Nurturing. Help from the other side is at hand.
 The issue in question should be persevered with, nurtured, and not
 pushed forward too quickly. Trust your intuition for something may
 be hidden from view at this point in time.

        — Psychic and spiritual development, trust your intuition,
                                — A period of going within to plant seeds for the next stage
                                    of your life,
                               — A time of retreat to absorb lessons learnt on a physical level
                                — People involved in the welfare of others i.e. the caring
                                   professions,
                                — A time for taking time out for self care i.e. getting close to

                 nature, walking in a park or along a beach,

REVERSED: Pure superstition,person is too insular, possessiveness,
                         need to look beyond the self, neglect in a relationship

# 3:  HORUS

Patron of Families & Homes, Courage, Creativity, Balance,
The Arts, Beauty, Family,

—Strong healing energies for conditions affecting the physical
   body,
—Family situations, family loyalty, reliability and devotion,
—A good omen for those who feel they have been unfairly
  treated,
—Personal charm and charisma,entertainers,leaders, more,
—Nurture creative talents, musical, dancing, painting, more,

REVERSED: Illness or accident-watch out, excessive eccentricity,
                        could be narcissistic, with family- stand up for rights,
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# 4:  BAST
Patroness of Cats, Happiness, Intuition, Protection, Success,
 Devotion, Mental Healing, Generosity, Caution.

        —Mental worries will soon pass, being replaced with happiness,
           and bringing with it good health,
        —Devotion, generosity, and the arts …acting,painting, dancing
           or singing,

                               —Walk with care and caution in whatever area of life is under
                                   consideration right now, and you will succeed,
                               —Follow your intuition, psychic-spiritual protection,
                               —Personal liking for warmth, attention and affection,
                               —Giving out from the heart as you wish to receive,
                               —Fidelity to the family unit, happiness, inner peace
                                 and a finding the need to express yourself.

REVERSED: Pure superstition,person is too insular, possessiveness,
                     need to look beyond the self, neglect in a relationship

 # 5: THOTH
Patron of Healers,Healing, Education, Fate, Karma, The Law,
 Education,Healing of the spirit.

 —Interest in alternative therapies, herbal/homoeopathic remedies
          or natural healing gifts, healing of the spirit,
        —Knowing the appropriate response or action for each situation
          as these arise

                              —Matters of Law, writing ability and the spoken word,
                               —Skills in formal medicine,
                               —Creativity and faith in life's possibilities,
                               —Renewed hope, inner peace,
                               —Actions and feelings bringing a sense of inner peace,
                               —Teaching, love of learning,

           — Unexpected bonuses, good luck.

REVERSED: Person makes rash judgements, misjudgement, pseudo
                     intellectual, medical quackery, ‘bad luck with health,’
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# 6:  HATHOR
 Patroness of Women,Patience, Courage, Nurturing, Astrology, Self
 -Assurance,Organisation.

        —Strong-minded, organisers of groups and causes, career
          women, and the woman who appears in the role of a
           supportive partner,
        —Well organised, well groomed,

                              —Positive outlook, a born organiser
                               —Likes the good things in life, i.e. fine food, quality clothes
                                 and furniture etc
                               —For a man, strength, skills, balance, associated with woman
                               —Harmony and stability on the home front, love of children.

REVERSED: Spiritual weakness, imbalance of a male’s nature,
                        vacillation, inferiority complex, bad eating habits,

 # 7:NEPHTHYS
The Hidden One,A Seeker of the Truth, Spiritual Growth, Psychic

 Talents, Peace, Esoteric Arts, Keeping ones own counsel,

        —Receptiveness, an opening of the heart,
        —Could represent a person with deep spirituality beliefs,
          evolved consciousness, strong psychic talents or somebody
          clearly evolving in that direction,
        —All things hidden yet to be revealed,

                              —Wait, not revealed at this time, as the condition would impact
                                 on your thinking and reasoning— before the situation has
                                 manifested beneficially,

REVERSED: Mystics who believe they have the answers, adversely
                       …drugs, alcohol, subliminal projection, a psychic
                       charlatan, someone with highly intuitive or psychic
                       abilities …must always be in control of the self,
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# 8:  PTAH
 Patron of Men, Masculinity, Craftsmanship, Inventiveness

—You have the tools and skills to achieve practical endeavours,
         —Hard work and progress,
         —The crafts/trades person, who is skilful with his/her hands,
         —Now is the time to start new projects,
         —Positive time to initiate action, and execute new plans,

                               —A clear sense of purpose,application, and focused willpower
                                 can result in success,
                               —A person who contributes to the community in general, as well
                                 as to himself, family or wider community,
                               —Good time for home renovations.

REVERSED: Path or project won’t improve spiritual progress,
                         false persona, finances on wrong foundation, lack of
                         manual skills to complete a job,

 # 9:  ANIBUS
The Guardian & Protector, Protection, Diplomacy, Humour, Guidance.

         —Provides guidance through difficult situations,
         —Diplomacy, careful speech,or sense of humour need,
         —Able to steer a straight course through life's troubled waters,
         —Impending journey is indicated,
         —Go ahead, and act now without concern for unseen risks,

                               —Living in the moment, and feeling connected with life,
                               —Could represent loyalty of those in your work/home environment,
                               —Protection during any travel,
                               —Love of animals especially dogs,

REVERSED: Sense of loosing your way, unable to adapt,
                       vulnerability, need to take precautions against
                       deception, not a good travel omen either,
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#10:  SET
Opposition, Obstacles, Problems & Delays at all levels.

        —Subconsciously, we are the cause of our own problems and
           restrictions, don’t blame other people, groups, organisation,
        —Use own reasoning ability, look within yourself for the answers,
        —Set represents all forms of opposition, delays, hindrances,
           and unforeseen problems,

                               —Can indicate one's personal opposition to an idea, to change(s),
                                —Irritating upsets.

REVERSED: Inquirer is there own worst enemy, religious
                       or spiritual fanaticism, friends, colleagues or a
                      situation that does not have your best interests at heart

                                              ____________________________
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#11:  FIRE
Energy, Creativity, Loyalty, Valour, Ardour.

        —Spiritually,suggests creative gifts that can be used to bring light,
        —Personal energy and mental creativity that can be focused,
       —Burning bridges and old conditions in preparation for new ventures,
        —Purifying and refining any situation …also,keeping the ‘dream,’ ,
          ‘idea’, or situation alive,

                               —Spiritually, consciously, relates to connection with a Higher Self.

REVERSED:  ignores inner prompting (intuition), disloyalty from
                                friends, don’t take a person at face value, situation
                                is highly volatile, fire caused by cigarette or
                               electrical fault,
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#12:  AIR
Intelligence, Communication, Work & Business, Travel, Teaching.

       —Communication at all levels, written, or digital,
       —Air always moves things on blowing away the cobwebs in the
            the process,
       —A good memory for facts and figures,
       —Friendly and communicative, but at the same time aloof,

                          —Dislike of being tied down,
                                —Speed of thought, action, and retention,
                                —News arriving in relation to your question, concern, situation,
                                —Travel by air is indicated,
                                —Outcome of a situation unfixed, mobile, changeful.

REVERSED: total misunderstanding, hair brained scheme,
                             personal energies dispersed,' Jack-of-all-trades
                            -person’ warning against a proposed journey,

#13: WATER
Emotional change, Awareness of the sufferings of others, Sympathy.
        —Changeful, fluid situation, definitely not a fixed condition,
        —A time of cleansing, and inner reflection,
        —Go with the flow in a current situation,
        —Travel across water could be suggested,
        —A love of history, love & respect of ancient times,

                               —Growth from the lessons learnt with life experiences,
                               —Ability to recognise, and empathise with those suffering various
                                 health, mental, or physical conditions.

REVERSED: immaturity,being easily led, self pity, callousness,
                              emotional upset, stagnation, ‘burst water pipes,’
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#14:  EARTH
Money, Possessions, Work & Business Interests, Growth and Fertility.

        —The person who can handle money, take care of property
           and contribute something back into the earth,
        —Industrious and hardworking person,
        —The person who has learnt that money, and possessions are no
           more than energies which manifest at a level necessary for
           the negotiation of life on this planet,

                               —Someone who focuses and contributes to environment,and as
                                  the saying goes, has a green thumb,
                               —It could be that the person having the reading needs to come
                                  down to Earth, and ground themselves,
                               —May enjoy working with crystals, and gems.

REVERSED:  Waste, miserliness, materialist, exploitation of
                             earth,  “a fool and his money is soon parted,”
                             a scrooge,

#15: SIRIUS
Hope, Pioneering, Adventure, Physical Strength.

        —Universal awareness, possible intuitive gifts,
        —Endurance, physical energy, sports, and similar activities,
        —An ability to take the rough with the smooth in everyday life
          occurrences,
        —Creativity, belief/faith in life's possibilities,

                               —A time for personal expansion,
                               —Beliefs outside the square, inner knowing that there are many
                                 possibilities, not always visually seen at the time,
                               —Technological expansion.

REVERSED: Bigotry, the non starter, physical aggression,
                            ego tripper, deceivers, beware of the validity of
                           ‘cosmic contacts,’
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#16:  LOTUS
Peace, Meditation, Tranquillity, Unconditional Love, Beauty of
Nature.

        —Peace of mind at all levels,
         —A time to go within to meditate, reflect, be mindful,
         —A definite release from life's tensions,
         —Don't worry all will work out peacefully, and satisfactorily,

                                   in the end,
                              —Represents  someone who is placid and gentle,
                              —A time for contemplation; intuitively, spiritually, and practically,

“As Above, So Below,”
                               —Represents, inwardly, an opening of the spiritual heart.

REVERSED: Too inward looking - introversion, agitation, misuse
                               of ‘psychic energies,’ neglect of occult laws,

#17: CROOK AND FLAIL
Disciplined mind, Authority, Mastery of the ego, Worldly Status.

      —Represents authority of all kinds,home, work, business, more,
      —Be careful not to tread on the toes of people in a more senior
        position,
      —Success through self-discipline & practical efforts,
      —Individual responsibility, mastering of the ego,
      —A strong business,community, or worldly success,

                             —Success through patience and persistence
                             —From the present circumstances, a step up in the world,
                             —Could represent travel

REVERSED: Self discipline a must, resentment of others,
                             indulging in whims of fancy, bossiness-domination
                            at work -other places,
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#18:  URAEUS
Integrity, Wisdom, Soundness of judgement, Intuition, Strong Dreams,
Mysticism.

       —The careful and wise handling of a situation,
       —Cautiously wait… until the time is right to strike,
       —Face your fears, because they may be stopping you from
          achieving what you want in life,
       —Powerful dreams are trying to tell you something, listen, work

                                  with them, and you could just find the answer you seek,
                               —Look beyond the surface to find out exactly what is actually
                                   going on in any situation,
                               —Like the wise snake, you will outwit people who do not have
                                   your best interests at heart,
                               —Ancient wisdom.

REVERSED: Too inward looking - introversion, agitation, misuse
                             of ‘psychic energies,’ neglect of occult laws-fakery,
                             deceitful, cunning,

#19: WINGED DISK
Spiritual-Divine Guidance, Inspiration, Success.

      —Wise guidance on a spiritual level,
      —A strong spiritual connection… follow your intuition,
      —Ability to rise above current problems or difficulties,
      —Personal, spiritual, or practical achievement,
      —A feeling of freedom,
      —Free flowing energies for pursuing worthwhile goals,

                             —A time for inner reflection.

REVERSED: self-deception, support of unworthy causes,
                            wrong pathway, rethink ‘opportunities,’
                            blind obedience, failure,
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#20:  TWINS
Partnership, Integration, Marriage.

        —Integration of the masculine and the feminine aspects of the Self,
        —A decisions to make about personal, or business relationships,
        —An important relationship in your life right now,
        —A loving partner who gives practical, and, emotional support,
        —Indication of marriage,

                              —The opportunity within a relationship to grow and develop,
                              —A meeting of two people of like mindedness, similar interests,
                               —Remote possibility of evolutionary wise spiritually meeting
                                 your twin soul,

REVERSED: Egocentricity,chasing a mythical mate, separation,
                              legal problems, partners “stirring the pot,”

#21: SPHINX
Strength, Patience, Secrecy, Observation.

        —Keep your own counsel about whatever is being referred to,
        —Sit back, observe be patient, say nothing and wait,
        —Could represent lessons learned just through observation,
           rather than active participation,
        —Sphinx shows the ability to keep a secret,or to find one out,
        —You have the ability to face life confidently, including difficult

                                  changing circumstances. Forward, with a renewed hope,
                               —You now have the ability to face even your inner fears, desires,
                                  with renewed strength;instead of subjecting them to your will,
                               —A love of animals, cats in particular.

REVERSED: Indiscretion, cruelty through indifference, having
                              an exalted opinion, “we make our own beds to lie
                              on,” your negative actions will catch up with you,
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#22  SCARAB
Rebirth, Renewal, Adaptability, Acceptance, Change,
Death of a situation.

        —A spiritual rebirth,
        —A new positive beginning, or different phase of life impending,
        —The ability to adapt to a new situation.“Move things around."
          clean out your wardrobe,try a new hair style. Change tool shed,
        —All things must pass,

                               —Death puts an end to the old, and makes way for the new,
                          —Have faith, or belief that life will bring something better, than
                                  what you believe might have been taken from you,
                                —Do not struggle against this change, instead accept circumstances
                                —Cast off the old …get ready for the new,
                          —Release the past with love, and simply let it go.

REVERSED: Resentment, examine your motives, an unwise
                              change, purposeless, acts of destruction, meditate
                              on change,

#23: PYRAMID
Preservation, Initiation, Endurance, Eternity.

        —An initiation or test condition,
        —On a spiritual level the initiation is likely to be of the self
           imposed kind which means that no-one else can help,
        —You have the know how to come out on top of a situation,
        —Time will eventually sort the whole thing out,
        —You are being tested,hold tight, and you will make it in the end,
        —Good news eventually,

                                —It is only a temporary situation, and you may benefit if you use
                                  this time period wisely,
                         —Go with the flow, and you may be pleasantly surprised in the end,
                               —Ancient knowledge.

REVERSED: Regression,corruption,decline in health due to
                              negative attitude on ‘spiritual-psychic’ behaviours,
                             need to complete physical-practical tasks around
                             home/work,
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#24  ANKH
Emotional Love, Fulfilment, Understanding, Balance,
The Breath of Life, Protection.

        —Ankh represents love, depending on which area of life is in
           question. It could represent a good marriage,a love affair,
           love of money,material possessions,friendships,
        —Love of writing or communication, law, order, and discipline,
        —A “key” to life’s opportunities,

                               —You are open to receive new opportunities, within either an
                                  existing, or new relationship,
                              —A time when you feel spiritually, and also emotionally fulfilled,
                               —It can suggest that someone you’re in a relationship with is
                                 helping you connect to a progressive spiritual purpose.

REVERSED: infatuation, rejection, death, think twice before
                           taking,withdrawal, loss of material possessions,

#25: BUCKLE OF ISIS
Fertility, Loyalty, Birth of a Project, Growth with a sacrifice.

        —Represents Loyalty to family & friends,
        —Can denote prosperity in investments, the family,farming, or
           anything you care to name. However, there is always a price
           to pay at some point in these proceedings,
        —People who give up valuable careers to care for their family,
           or become a nurse-carer for another person,

                             —Can also indicate a new addition to the family, promotion at
                                work/other which may entail overtime, or more stress in life.

REVERSED:  Selfishness, disloyalty—personally, or spiritually,
                                materialistic gain, situation or plans are reversed,
                               examine personal motives at this time,

  ________________________
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THE PURPOSE OF MAKING YOUR DECK
OF CARDS INCLUDE:

(1) The original Egyptian Cartouche
     Card size is 80 mm x 145 mm
     When shuffled in practice they are
     often difficult to handle, especially
     when holding all twenty-five cards.
     -Egyptian Cartouche cards are no
     longer being printed, […1985].
     Research online indicates where
     originals are available i.e. e-Bay
     they are extremely expensive.

(2) Making your deck of cards using
     the simple step-by-step guides
     means: card sizes 60 mm x 100 mm
     are more compact,easier to handle
     store or transport.

(3) Intuitively and creatively making
      your cards provides a sense of
     ownership, positive vibrations,
     when using the divination
     templates as recommended
     in this beginners manual here

  H O W  D O  Y O U  C R E A T E  Y O U R  O W N  R E A L I T Y ?
     .  .
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Printing from your computer, set the printer to-
A4 210 x 297 size. Next, print out five BACK
TEMPLATES from here Alternatively,
print one page and photocopy the remaining four.

Next, carefully and very neatly using a pair
of scissors, or a very sharp knife cut out 25
BACK templates ready for pasting or gluing
to the middle white stock card, (or 120

       gram paper).

Directly print out the
MIDDLE TEMPLATE —
White Stock card, or 120
gram paper from here

Cut out all 25 MIDDLE
TEMPLATES, then glue
or paste one side.
Next stick the 25 BACK
TEMPLATES to the
MIDDLE cards and join
them together. Finally,
using a small spatula,
carefully flatten out any
remaining glue lumps.

LINK TO CONTENTS PAGE
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Printing from your computer set printer to size
A4 210 x 297. Next, print out all FACE TEMPLATES
cards. These can be found on the following page links:

Carefully and very neatly using a pair of scissors, or very sharp knife cut
out all the above template FACES in preparation for pasting or gluing
to the clean side of the MIDDLE White Stock card,(or 120 gram paper).

Next glue, or paste ALL above FACE templates to the
  MIDDLE card which already has the BACK attached.
  Using a small spatula carefully flatten out any lumps.
  Allow all FACE templates to dry completely.

   Finally, to protect your 25 Egyptian Cartouche Cards
cover the completed glued/pasted cards with clear

   contact or laminate. Next, very carefully trim any
   excess plastic. Fantastic! Now you can really begin this

         exciting divination journey using YOUR BRAND NEW CARDS.
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CLEAR
CONTACT
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M i n o r  C a r d s  # 1 7 - 2 2 :  P a g e  2 9

M i n o r  C a r d s   # 2 3 - 2 5 :  P a g e  3 0

 STEP THREE

 STEP FOUR
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3 .  Y E A R ,  M O N T H ,  D A Y -  P a g e  3 9
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Always use your intuition, reasoning ability, and thinking processes when

applying any format of metaphysical divination. In practice, when using the

templates in this beginners manual the result must always be considered as

a  Universal Probability only. We “spirits” having a human experience, and

always have free will to accept or reject any divination result. Before applying

these template guides I strongly recommend reviewing prior preparation on

pages 3 and 4 here.

Following 35 years of intentional conscious spirituality divination practices,

research, study and more I believe the following divination templates guide

provide a beginner to explore their intuitive faculties. The following step-by-

step guides to six divination templates are designed to encourage conscious

spiritual development. Briefly, each template has a divination card format

process that needs to be followed by an accompanied “Ask Your Question.”

For the purpose of keeping this complete working manual to a minimum I have

offered two divination examples as follows-click links below:

(1) Your Year, Month, Day, and Daily record (2) Five Pointed Star Solution

As you become more familiar with the Egyptian Cartouche Card-A Beginners

Manual divination templates, reference meanings, associated contemplative

practices why not consider developing your own divination template.

LINK TO CONTENTS PAGE
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STEP ONE: THE QUERY

Take a few deep breaths and create an inner feeling of peace before formulating
your query. Next, pick up the deck of 25 cards, and while holding them in your
hand, clearly and concisely think of your question, concern, problem, spiritual
knowledge query, a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought.
Hold this thought in your mind for at least two minutes before shuffling the cards,
don’t let your thoughts ‘wander astray.’

STEP TWO: SELECTING THE CARD

Shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the BACKS
of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Next, place the whole deck of cards on to
a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Place your left or right
hand over the whole deck and from anywhere in the pack select a single card.
Now, turn that card over to reveal its FACE. Next, is the card selected in an
UPRIGHT, or REVERSED position? Both have very different reference meanings.

STEP THREE: IS THIS A MAJOR OR MINOR CARD?

Next, on the card FACE, there is a number in the top left-hand corner. If the
number is between #1 and #10, it corresponds with a Major Arcarnum, go directly
to pages 6 - 11 here. Conversely, if the number in the top left-hand corner is
between #11 and #25, these are Minor cards, go directly to pages 12 - 19 here.

STEP FOUR: WHAT IS THE REFERENCE MEANING OF THIS CARD?

This final step is determined by which Major or Minor card reference meanings
from the above pages you are intuitively drawn to, and how this corresponds with
your question, concern, problem, spiritual knowledge query, a dream
interpretation or an everyday material thought. Free will always applies to your
reasoning, intuitive thoughts or feelings.

One important thing to remember is whether the selected card  was in an
UPRIGHT or REVERSED, position, both have very different meanings. As a matter
of divination practice, I always record my initial query, chosen card […or cards]
date, reference card meaning selected, and any additional intuitive thoughts in a
journal.

LINK TO CONTENTS PAGE
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THE QUESTION

Take a few deep breaths and create an inner feeling of peace before formulating
your query. Next, pick up the deck of 25 cards, and while holding them in your
hand, clearly and concisely think of your question, concern, problem, spiritual
knowledge query, a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought. Hold
this thought in your mind for at least two minutes before shuffling the cards, don’t
let your thoughts ‘wander astray.’

SELECTING THE CARD

Shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the BACKS
of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Next, place the whole deck of cards on to
a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Place your left or right
hand over the whole deck and from anywhere in the pack select ONE card.
Now, turn that card over to reveal its FACE. Next, is the card selected in an
UPRIGHT, or REVERSED position? Both have very different reference meanings.
Sometimes a card will simply “fall-out” when shuffling —consider its manual
reference meaning …along with any divination template layout guide used.

IS THIS A MAJOR OR MINOR CARD?

Next, on the card FACE, there is a number in the top left-hand corner. If the
number is between #1 and #10, it corresponds with a Major Arcarnum, go directly
to pages 6 - 11 here. Conversely, if the number in the top left-hand corner is
between #11 and #25, these are Minor cards, go directly to pages 12 - 19 here.

WHAT IS THE REFERENCE MEANING OF THIS CARD?

This final step is determined by which Major or Minor card reference meanings
from the above pages you are intuitively drawn to, and how this corresponds with
your question, concern, problem, spiritual knowledge query, a dream
interpretation or an everyday material thought. Free will always applies to your
reasoning, intuitive thoughts or feelings. One important thing to remember is
whether the selected card  was in an UPRIGHT or REVERSED, position, both have
very different meanings. As a matter of divination practice, I always record my
initial query, chosen card […or cards] date, reference card meaning selected, and
any additional intuitive thoughts in a journal.

LINK TO CONTENTS PAGE
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STEP ONE:  ANY CALENDAR YEAR

Take a few deep breaths and create an inner feeling of peace before thinking
about the whole year ahead, this practice is best carried out on January 1st  of any
year. Next, pick up the deck of 25 cards, and while holding them in your hand
calmly in a relaxed manner, think about the whole year ahead.

Next, shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the
BACKS of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Next, place the whole deck of cards
on to a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Place your left or
right hand over the whole deck and from anywhere in the pack select a SINGLE
card. Now, turn that card over to reveal its FACE. Record your selection here.
Is the card selected in an UPRIGHT, or REVERSED position? Both have very
different manual reference meanings.

STEP TWO:  ANY CALENDAR:  MONTH, DAY, and CARD MOST SELECTED
Repeat step one above, this time selecting a card for the calendar MONTH
of January. Next, as the template indicates for the current DAY here an example
being, JANUARY 1st 2020 fell on a Wednesday and January 2nd a Thursday…so on.
You can begin recording your selection ‘anywhere’ in the DAILY column—it’s the
actual day that matters, not the week. [Optional] By marking the template
card FACES on your record sheet you can determine the MOST SELECTED
card for the month. All cards have either an UPRIGHT or REVERSED position.
You will require a new record template sheet (print size-A4 210 x 297)at the
beginning of each calendar month.

STEP THREE:  IS THIS A MAJOR OR MINOR CARD

Next, on the card FACE, there is a number in the top left-hand corner. If the
number is between #1 and #10, it corresponds with a Major Arcarnum, go directly
to pages 6 - 11 here. Conversely, if the number in the top left-hand corner is
between #11 and #25, these are Minor cards, go directly to pages 12 - 19 here.

STEP FOUR: WHAT IS THE REFERENCE MEANING OF THIS CARD?

Free will always apply to your reasoning, intuitive thoughts or feelings associated
with the chosen card[s] especially when determining what particular manual
reference meaning resonates for you right now. This applies to all YEARLY,
MONTHLY,and DAILY selections.

LINK TO CONTENTS PAGE
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_____

……………            ………….……              ….……………
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STEP ONE:  PAST— PRESENT—AND FUTURE
Take a few deep breaths and create an inner feeling of peace before formulating
your query. Next, pick up the deck of 25 cards and while holding them in your hand
clearly and concisely think of your question, concern, problem, spiritual knowledge
query, a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought. Hold this thought
in your mind for at least two minutes before shuffling the cards, don’t let your
thought  thoughts ‘wander astray.’

STEP TWO:  SELECTING THREE CARDS

Shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the BACKS
of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Then, place the whole deck of cards on to
a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Select THREE cards from
the top of the deck and lay them down as follows: L-R: (1) PAST, (2) PRESENT,
(3) FUTURE. Turn each card over to reveal their FACE image. Next, is the card
selected in an UPRIGHT, or REVERSED position? Both have very different manual
reference meanings.

STEP THREE:  ARE THESE THREE CARDS MAJOR OR MINOR ONES

Next, on the card FACE, there is a number in the top left-hand corner. If the
number is between #1 and #10, it corresponds with a Major Arcarnum, go directly
to pages 6 - 11 here. Conversely, if the number in the top left-hand corner is
between #11 and #25, these are Minor cards, go directly to pages 12 - 19 here.

STEP FOUR: WHAT IS THE REFERENCE MEANING OF THESE  THREE CARDS?

Determine what these three card's reference meanings are. Whether in an
UPRIGHT position or REVERSED use your intuition, reasoning ability, and any
feelings associated with the chosen card to determine what particular reference
meaning resonates for you right now.

This final step is determined by which Major or Minor card reference meanings
from the above manual pages you were intuitively drawn to, and how this
corresponds with your question, concern, problem, spiritual knowledge query,
a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought. Free will always applies
to your reasoning, intuitive thoughts or feelings. As a matter of divination practice,
I always record my initial query, chosen cards,date, reference card meaning
selected, additional intuitive thoughts in a journal.
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SELECTING THE CARDS

Shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the BACKS
of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Then, place the whole deck of cards on to
a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Select THREE cards from
the top of the deck and lay them down as follows: L-R: (1) PAST, (2) PRESENT,
(3) FUTURE. Turn each card over to reveal their FACE image. Next, is the card
selected in an UPRIGHT, or REVERSED position? Both have very different manual
reference meanings. Sometimes a card will simply “fall-out” when shuffling —
consider its manual reference meaning …along with any divination template layout
guide used.

IS THIS A MAJOR OR MINOR CARD?

Next, on the card FACE, there is a number in the top left-hand corner. If the
number is between #1 and #10, it corresponds with a Major Arcarnum, go directly
to pages 6 - 11 here. Conversely, if the number in the top left-hand corner is
between #11 and #25, these are Minor cards, go directly to pages 12 - 19 here.

WHAT IS THE REFERENCE MEANING OF THESE  THREE CARDS?

Determine what these three card's reference meanings are. Whether in an
UPRIGHT position or REVERSED use your intuition, reasoning ability, and any
feelings associated with the chosen card to determine what particular reference
meaning resonates for you right now. This final step is determined by which Major
or Minor card reference meanings from the above manual pages you were
intuitively drawn to, and how this corresponds with your question, concern,
problem, spiritual knowledge query, a dream interpretation or an everyday
material thought. Free will always applies to your reasoning, intuitive thoughts
or feelings. As a matter of divination practice, I always record my initial query,
chosen cards,date, reference card meaning selected, additional intuitive thoughts
in a journal.
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STEP ONE: FIVE POINTED STAR

Take a few deep breaths and create an inner feeling of peace before formulating
your query. Next, pick up the deck of 25 cards, and while holding them in your
hand, clearly and concisely think of your question, concern, problem, spiritual
knowledge query, a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought.
Hold this thought in your mind for at least two minutes before shuffling the cards,
don’t let your thoughts ‘wander astray.’ The Five Pointed Star template guide
on here represents the instruction format for this action.

STEP TWO: SELECT FIVE CARDS

Shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the BACKS
of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Then, place the whole deck of cards on to
a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Select FIVE cards from
the top of the deck place them one at a time —STAR  POINT 1, 2,3,4, and 5.
Next, turn each card over to reveal their FACE image determine if they appear in
an UPRIGHT, or REVERSED position? Both have very different manual reference
meanings.

STEP THREE: ARE THESE FIVE CARDS MAJOR OR MINOR ONES

Next, on the card FACE, there is a number in the top left-hand corner. If the
number is between #1 and #10, it corresponds with a Major Arcarnum, go directly
to pages 6 - 11 here. Conversely, if the number in the top left-hand corner is
between #11 and #25, these are Minor cards, go directly to pages 12 - 19 here.

STEP FOUR: WHAT IS THE REFERENCE MEANING OF THESE  FIVE CARDS?

Determine what these five card's reference meanings are. Whether in an UPRIGHT
position or REVERSED use your intuition, reasoning ability, and any feelings
associated with the chosen card to determine what particular reference meaning
resonates for you right now. This final step is determined by which Major or Minor
card reference meanings from the above manual pages you were intuitively drawn
to, and how this corresponds with your question, concern, problem, spiritual
knowledge query, a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought.

Free will always applies to your reasoning, intuitive thoughts or feelings.
As a matter of divination practice, I always record my initial query, chosen five
cards,date, reference card meaning selected, additional intuitive thoughts in
a journal.
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Nature of the problem, original question, concern, problem, dream
          content, spiritual question or material thought!

Cause of the problem, reason for asking, or just simply, point
           of interest.

           Considering all factors of original situation, original question,
           concern, problem, dream content, spiritual question or material
           thought!

           The possible solution, or advice offered through this consultation.

Final probable end result, or outcome of this consultation.
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           AN EXAMPLE OF THE FIVE STAR SOLUTION FOLLOWS …
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 POINT 2
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 POINT 3

 POINT 4
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 POINT 5
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POINT 4
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ANKH    Point one. Indicates ‘a helping to connect with a spiritual
             purpose, a new beginning.’

SCARAB Point two. ‘A new beginning or phase of life, adaptation
             to changes.

ISIS Point three, Major Arcarnum. ‘A period of going within to plant
             seeds for the next stage of your life.’

THOTH Point four Major Arcarnum. ‘Teaching and love of learning,
             creativity in life’s possibilities.’

SIRIUS Finally, point five. The outcome of this question. ‘Beliefs outside
             the square, that there are many possibilities.’ Incidentally Sirius,
             was also my daily randomly selected card for 28.02.2020!
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                                   28.02.2020-
MY PERSONAL QUESTION

“What Is the Purpose of This Beginners Manual?”
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POINT 4

POINT 5
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STEP ONE:  THE QUERY

Take a few deep breaths and create an inner feeling of peace before formulating
the query. Then pick up the deck of 25 cards, hold them in your hand at the same
time clearly and concisely think of your question, concern, problem, spiritual
knowledge query, a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought.
Hold this in your mind for at least 2 minutes before shuffling the cards, and don’t
let your thoughts ‘wander.’

STEP TWO:  SELECT SEVEN CARDS

Shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the
BACKS of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Next, place the whole deck of cards
on to a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Now, turn the
SEVEN cards over to reveal its FACE and determine if the cards appear in an
UPRIGHT, or REVERSED position? Both have very different reference meanings.

Then using the horseshoe layout diagram guide on here place the first chosen card
from the top of the deck and place the cards as follows: (1) PAST
(2) PRESENT  (3) HIDDEN (4) YOURSELF  (5) OTHER INFLUENCES (6) ACTION
(7) RESOLUTION. Next, are the cards selected in an UPRIGHT, or REVERSED
position? Both have very different manual reference meanings.

STEP THREE:  ARE THESE  SEVEN CARDS MAJOR ,OR MINOR ONES

Next, on the card FACE, there is a number in the top left-hand corner. If the
number is between #1 and #10, it corresponds with a Major Arcarnum, go directly
to pages 6 - 11 here. Conversely, if the number in the top left-hand corner is
between #11 and #25, these are Minor cards, go directly to pages 12 - 19 here.

STEP FOUR:  WHAT IS THE REFERENCE MEANING OF THESE  SEVEN CARDS?

Determine what these three card's reference meanings are. Whether in an
UPRIGHT position or REVERSED use your intuition, reasoning ability, and any
feelings associated with the chosen card to determine what particular reference
meaning resonates for you right now.

This final step is determined by which Major or Minor card reference meanings
from the above manual pages you were intuitively drawn to, and how this
corresponds with your question, concern, problem, spiritual knowledge query,
a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought. Free will always applies
to your reasoning, intuitive thoughts or feelings. As a matter of divination practice,
I always record my initial query, chosen cards,date, reference card meaning
selected, additional intuitive thoughts in a journal.
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PAST             Indicates past events, which are impacting on your present
original question, concern, problem, dream content,

                         spiritual question or material thought,or situation.

PRESENT What situation, concern are you aware of in your life right now
                     that appears to be influencing the above?

HIDDEN         This represents the unknown, and what your are currently not
                      aware of consciously - in every day terms.

YOURSELF Totally representative of yourself at this present moment.
                      Often this  card is referred to as, a ‘significator.’ [As mirrored

                                 in Tarot Cards and other divination forms].

OTHER What sorts of external influences are holding sway over the
INFLUENCES  situation? Do you or the person accept help and support from

                       other people in life, or do they let other peoples’ negativity
                                      Drag them down?

                      An important card because this may  influence how other
ACTION        people close to you feel about the situation. Indicates what

                      action you should take in relation to your question or current
                                      circumstances. Sometimes, there is no need for any action.

RESOLUTION It’s an analysis of all the other cards. Therefore it represents
                      the final outcome,or resolution of what you can expect right
                       now based on your question, problem or concern.
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SELECT SEVEN CARDS

Shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the BACKS
of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Next, place the whole deck of cards on to
a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Next, take SEVEN cards
from the top of the deck one at a time, turn these over to reveal their FACES.

Next,using the horseshoe layout diagram guide on the previous page place the first
chosen card from the top of the pack mirroring the position of the template:
(1) PAST (2) PRESENT (3) HIDDEN (4) YOURSELF (5) OTHER INFLUENCES
(6) ACTION (7) RESOLUTION. Remember as with all card divination layouts there
is an UPRIGHT, or REVERSED position? Both have very different manual reference
meanings.
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     STEP ONE:  THE QUESTION

Take a few deep breaths and create an inner feeling of peace before formulating
your query. Next, pick up the deck of 25 cards, and while holding them in your
hand, clearly and concisely think of your question, concern, problem, spiritual
knowledge query, a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought. Hold
this thought in your mind for at least two minutes before shuffling the cards, don’t
let your thoughts ‘wander astray.’

STEP TWO:  SELECT TEN CARDS

Shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the BACKS
of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Next, place the whole deck of cards on to
a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Next, take TEN cards
from the top of the pack one at a time, turn these over to reveal their FACES.
Next,using the Celtic Cross layout diagram on here take the first chosen card from
the top of the pack mirroring the layout position of the Celtic template.

STEP THREE: WHAT EACH CELTIC CROSS TEMPLATE POSITION MEANS #1 -10

CARD #1.  SIGNIFICATOR,

CARD #2.  INFLUENCE,

CARD #3.  FOUNDATION,

CARD #4.  INFLUENCE-RECENT PAST,

CARD #5.  CROWNS-NEAR FUTURE,

CARD #6.  CHANGE,

CARD #7.  OWN NEGATIVE FEELINGS,

CARD #8.  EXTERNAL FORCES,

CARD #9.  HOPES DESIRES,

CARD #10. FUTURE PROBABILITY.
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The Celtic Cross divination layout is one of the most common card spreads used by intuitive
   psychic consultants and people steeped in similar metaphysical disciplines. Before
   attempting to apply this particular divination practice I strongly advise building confidence
   through all previous card templates offered in this ‘beginners manual.’ We all have free
   will, however,the ultimate responsibility of any personal card divination, or when
   providing an interpretation for somebody else, always remains yours alone![Cause - Affect].
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CARD # 1: SIGNIFICATOR -represents yourself, and your present state of
                                            mind, in relation to this divination spread.

CARD # 2: INFLUENCE - which either opposes you, for either positive,
                                        or even negative reasons.

CARD # 3: FOUNDATION- representing the origin of your question, problem,
                                         concern or situation.

CARD #4: INFLUENCE -of the recent past, and that which according
                                     to your question, problem, concern or situation
                                     you are leaving behind.

CARD # 5: CROWNS - what “crowns” you or will come into being in the
                                  near future. Card #5 and Card #10 should be ‘read’

together.

CARD # 6: CHANGE -that which lies immediately ahead. This is a very
                                 important influence in the Celtic Cross spread.

CARD # 7: OWN NEGATIVE FEELINGS - your own negative feelings
                                                              in relation to the question!!

CARD # 8:  EXTERNAL FORCES- elements including, family, friends,
                                                    relationships with others, right now—
                                                    or what will come into play.

CARD # 9: HOPES AND DESIRES -what you would like to be the positive
                                                   outcome of this particular question,
                                                   problem, concern you have raised.

CARD # 10: FUTURE PROBABILITY -no futures are predetermined,however,
                                                        it does provide and interpretation of your

Spiritual,Mental, Practical pathway now.
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STEP FOUR: ARE THESE 10 CARTOUCHE CARDS MAJOR, OR MINOR ONES?

Next, on the card FACE, there is a number in the top left-hand corner. If the
number is between #1 and #10, it corresponds with a Major Arcarnum, go directly
to pages 6 - 11 here. Conversely, if the number in the top left-hand corner is
between #11 and #25, these are Minor cards, go directly to pages 12 - 19 here.

STEP FIVE:  WHAT DO THE TEN CARTOUCHE CARDS - CELTIC CROSS MEAN?

Determine what any single card's reference meanings are. Whether in an UPRIGHT
position or REVERSED depends on the nature of your original question, concern,
problem, dream content, spiritual question or material thought! Using your
intuition, reasoning ability, and any feelings associated with the chosen card will
be determined on what particular reference meaning you are drawn too. As a
matter of divination practice, I always record my initial query, chosen card […or
cards] by date, reference card meaning selected, and any additional intuitive
thoughts in a journal.
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In compiling and producing this Egyptian Cartouche Card- A Beginners Manual my deepest
gratitude acknowledges, both original primary and secondary literary sources, combined
with assistance from seen, and unseen guidance. This document was developed as a free
‘service to community’ project as a way of a contribution to inspired seekers of truth,
conscious spirituality probers and interested others. May we never cease to benefit and
contribute from our collective and explorative spirit journeys towards making this planet
a better place for all.

Suggested resources:

The Way of The Cartouche, Hope, Murry, 1985, Angus & Robertson
Australia publishers, ISBN: 0-207-15251-9.[Original Cartouche ‘cards’ may
not be readily accessible—online research indicates they are very expensive]
https://biblio.com.au/the-way-of-cartouche-by-hope-murry/work/159198
https://www.ebay.com/c/1085211823

The Book of Runes, Blum, Ralph, 1982, Angus and Robertson Australia,
publishers, ISBN: 0 207 15022 2. [Runes have 25 symbols, compatible with

 Egyptian Cartouche]. A new 25 year anniversary book, of Rune; stones
 available from Book Depository: ISBN: 97803125336763
https://www.bookdepository.com/Book-Runes-25th-Anniversary-Edition-Ralph-
H-Blum/9780312536763?ref=grid-view&qid=1583282542432&sr=1-1
See also, more Rune meanings:  https://www.nordicrunes.info/
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We shall not cease from exploration,
At the end of all our exploring,
Will be to arrive where we started,
And to know the place for the first time.
                                           —TS Eliot
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     (1) More Philosophy of Silver Birch, Ortzen, Tony, Compiled by,ISBN: 9780853841043
https://tsbookshop.36-400.com.au/?pg=search&searchWord=More+Philosophy+of+Silver+Birch&Submit=Search
http://whitecrowbooks.com/ebooks/page/more_philosophy_of_silver_birch/ [Also Silver Birch, ebook]

     (2) Arthur Conan Doyle -Book Of Beyond, Edited by Ivan Cooke, Mediumship Grace Cooke,
           White Eagle Publishing, ISBN: 978-0-85487-147-6

https://www.whiteagle.org/shop/books/white-eagle-publishing-book-list/arthur-conan-doyle-s-book-of-the-beyond

 (3) Five Stages of the Soul, Moody, H, Carrol, D, 1997, Anchor Books, USA,
 ISBN:0-385-48677-4. [Especially for persons over the age of 55+]
https://www.bookdepository.com/Five-Stages-Soul-Harry-R-Moody/9780385486774?ref=grid-
view&qid=1583280002962&sr=1-2

     (4) Spiritual Light, 2014, Spiritual Light : Universal Teachings from the Highest Spirit
Realms, compiled by Michael Flagg, and John Finnemore, www.theusb.org
https://www.bookdepository.com/Spiritual-Light/9780991242221

     (5) Beyond UFO’s, Editors: Hernandez,Rey, Klimo, Dr Jon, Schild, Dr Rudy, 2018, Foundation
for Research into Extraterrestrial Extra Ordinary Experiences. FREE. ISBN: 13 978-172-
1088652. https://www.consciousnessandcontact.org/
https://www.bookdepository.com/Beyond-UFOs/9781721088652

(6) Swedenborg, The Dynamics of Transformation,Dr Philip Groves, Swedenborg Association
of Australia. http://www.swedenborg.com.au/philip-w-groves

CONSCIOUS SPIRITUALITY COMPENDIUMS 2020:

Since a precognitive dream in 1973 manifesting fully in 1974 the journey has been one
of exploring conscious spirituality subjects through study, group facilitation, transitions,
consultation activities and more. The primary purpose of this compendium project is to
provide a series of free explorative resources encouraging seekers of truth, deep
probers and others to fully explore conscious spirituality topics. Each document usually
consists of between 3-7 pages available in PDF format, Many will be available on my
website philipcrouch.org in late 2020. In context each document contains a specific
topic introduction, acknowledged resources, suggested online links to websites,
reference articles and other conscious spirituality associated literature.

The above is part of my free “service to community projects.” This particular journey
commenced in 2012, and currently includes maintaining a website presence, extensive
personal research, further studies, self publication of distributed booklets, a quarterly
publication [currently dormant], and facilitated meditation-discussion groups. Indirectly,
these compendiums will be accompanied by two narrative playlets [8  minutes-2 players]
reflecting conscious spirituality related dialogue. Spiritually our consciousness ‘the sum
of us’ is always changing thereby enriching our own “spirit” journey on this planet.

For more resource information contact Philip directly, or visit www.philipcrouch.org.
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My name is  Philip Franz Crouch, born in Austria,1947, since then have lived in
three countries and 31 years ago became married to my third wife, Jacqui. This
beginners divination manual is part of a free “service to community” project.
Intentionally, this conscious spiritually journey ‘in search of Truth’ was inspired,
from a precognitive dream in 1973—fully manifesting within one year. Since this
epiphany, like many others ‘in search of Truth,’ the continuous exploration has

included: spiritualism, psychic studies-consultations, dreams, numerology, tarot, consciously aging,
theatre performance/writing, social sciences, the afterlife, group work, beyond UFO’s.

Since 1986, the ‘Egyptian Cartouche Cards’ have been an integral part of a worthwhile daily
practice, and if in any way this inspires further conscious spirituality exploration then I’ll be
eternally grateful. Inspirationally, since  2012 three key focus areas have been inspirational:

(1) The Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood, USB-Spiritual Light teachings.
       (2) ‘Beyond UFO’s’ scientifically, the advent of non-human intelligence, NHI contact(s).
       (3)  Creatively, community theatre, performing, directing and writing.

In 2019-20  three Conscious Spirituality Compendiums comprising above-related topics have been
developed along with an “Egyptian Cartouche-A Beginners Manual.” Two short theatrical narratives
[2 hander, 8 minutes]to follow 2020-21. Health wise maintaining balance of mind-body-spirit
involves, creatively amateur theatre activity, volunteering, regular mindfulness meditation, tai chi,
ocean swimming, walking, and… generally keeping away from junk food!

In Light, Love and Universal Peace

Philip
 _______________________________
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